
 

 

 
Figure 63:        Option B4 minus Option B. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu 

 

 
Figure 64:        Option B4. 2026 PM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, % 

  



 

 

OPTION B5 
1.5.23 Option B4 assumes a single carriageway road between the Tesco and Molly Millar’s Lane signalised 

junctions on Finchampstead Road. Option B4 results show considerable congestion at the respective 
junctions. Option B5 tests a dual two lane carriageway between the Tesco and Molly Millar’s Lane 
roundabouts on Finchampstead Road using Option B4 test as the basis. Schematic presentation of 
Option B5 alignment and test assumptions are shown in figure 65. 

 
Figure 65: Option B5 assumptions 

 
1.5.24 Modelled flows predicted under Option B5 are presented in figure 66 for the AM peak and figure 69 

for the PM peak. Option B5 flows have been compared against Option B4 flows and the changes in 
flows are demonstrated in figures 67 and 70 for the AM and PM respectively. Links coloured in 
various shades of green are predicted to carry higher volumes of traffic with an introduction of 
dualling between the Tesco and Molly Millar’s Lane signalised junctions whereas those links coloured 
in different shades of blue are likely to carry less traffic. 

1.5.25 Figures 68 and 71 show link VoC and maximum junction turning movement VoC in the AM and PM 
peaks. The maximum junction turning movement VoC is the highest VoC across all turning 
movements at a junction. In general, a VoC value of 85% and below indicates spare capacity. A VoC 
value of between 85% and 100% means that a junction or a turning movement operates within, but 
approaching, capacity with signs of queuing and delays whereas a VoC value of 100% and above 
indicates that the junction operates at or above capacity, resulting in queues and delays. 

1.5.26 The increased capacity on Finchampstead Road between the Tesco and Molly Millar’s Lane signals 
results in negligible reassignment of traffic across the network. Changes in the VoC values are also 



 

 

negligible with the exception of the section of Finchampstead Road between the Tesco and Molly 
Millar’s Lane junctions. In the AM peak the VoC drops down from 98% in Option B4 to 90% in Option 
B5 in the northbound direction and from 89% to 75% in the southbound direction. In the PM peak the 
changes in VoC values are negligible. 

 
Figure 66:        Option B5. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu 

 



 

 

 
Figure 67:        Option B5 minus Option B4. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu 

 

 
Figure 68:        Option B5. 2026 AM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, % 

 



 

 

 
Figure 69:        Option B5. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu 

 

 
Figure 70:        Option B5 minus Option B4. 2026 PM peak actual flows, pcu 

 



 

 

 
Figure 71:        Option B5. 2026 PM peak link and maximum junction turning movement VoC, % 

  



 

 

OPTION B6 
1.5.27 Option B assumes a single carriageway road between the Tesco and Molly Millar’s Lane 

roundabouts on Finchampstead Road, which results in a considerable congestion at the respective 
roundabouts. An alternative alignment has been tested at the western end of the SWDR to 
understand its impact particularly with regards to providing congestion relief in the area. Option B6 
assumes a large roundabout at the Finchampstead Road/SWDR intersection. The Finchampstead 
Road/Molly Millar’s Lane intersection is a signalised junction with no movement allowed between 
Molly Millar’s Lane and Finchampstead Road North. Therefore the aspiration is that the additional 
link running between the SWDR and Molly Millar’s Lane will serve as the main route between the two 
roads. 

1.5.28 Schematic presentation of Option B6 alignment and test assumptions are shown in figure 72. 

 
Figure 72: Option B6 assumptions 

 
1.5.29 Modelled flows predicted under Option B6 are presented in figure 73 for the AM peak and figure 76 

for the PM peak. Option B6 flows have been compared against Option B flows and the changes in 
flows are demonstrated in figures 74 and 77 for the AM and PM respectively. Links coloured in 
various shades of green are predicted to carry higher volumes of traffic with an introduction of an 
alternative layout at the western end of the SWDR whereas those links coloured in different shades 
of blue are likely to carry less traffic. 

1.5.30 Figures 75 and 78 show link VoC and maximum junction turning movement VoC in the AM and PM 
peaks. The maximum junction turning movement VoC is the highest VoC across all turning 
movements at a junction. In general, a VoC value of 85% and below indicates spare capacity. A VoC 



 

 

value of between 85% and 100% means that a junction or a turning movement operates within, but 
approaching, capacity with signs of queuing and delays whereas a VoC value of 100% and above 
indicates that the junction operates at or above capacity, resulting in queues and delays. 

1.5.31 The alternative layout provides a lot more capacity than the two roundabouts in Option B, which 
attracts substantial volumes of additional traffic from across the network into the Finchampstead 
Road and the SWDR - Molly Millar’s Lane corridors. In the AM and PM peaks the flow on 
Finchampstead Road increases by up to around 500 pcu in both directions. The increase in traffic 
flow on Molly Millar’s Lane is of a similar magnitude.  

1.5.32 The impact on the VoC in the area of interest is mixed with the SWDR-Molly Millar’s Lane movement 
likely to experience less congestion than in Option B. There is little change to the travel conditions on 
Finchampstead Road with VoC values still being high which may be due to additional traffic attracted 
to the corridor. 

 
Figure 73:        Option B6. 2026 AM peak actual flows, pcu 


